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Wires: "TITLES, WESTRAND, LONDON."

Stores S Works —

New Cut, Lambeth, and Shepherds Bush.
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THE "DAYCO"
Metal Ticket Issuing and Registering Machine.
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PRICES :—
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METAL CHECKS.
Nine distinctive stock designs at 21/- per 100
Spare rods to hold 250 checks each at 5/- each.

PATENT.

Wooden boxes to hold used checks, fitted with strong lever lock 15/- each
Metal boxes
do.
do.
do.
25/- each

ANY and varied are the types of Ticket Issuing Machines which have been placed upon
the market from time to time, some of which have been good and others extremly
indifferent.
The requirements necessary to be fulfilled by any ticket machine worthy of the name are
Accuracy, Reliability, Speed of Delivery, freedom from jambing or slicking, and impossibility of
operator tampering with same.
Bearing these most essential requirements Tn mind the present machine " THE DAYCO"
is the outcome of a great deal of study and thought, and simplicity is the keynote of the whcle production. Intricate and useless portions of mechanism so prominent in other types of machines which
add needlessly to their inefficiency have been entirely eliminated in the " Dayco," and the whole
movement reduced to one of extreme simplicity and reliability. All working parts are of substantial
proportions and the actual Ticket passing through the machine is made to operate the counting device,
hence the fact that the machine cannot register unless a Ticket is delivered from the machine. The
Numerator or Register is worked on a novel principle which far supersedes the usual method adopted
by other makers, as it can only register one way and cannot be reversed. It is absolutely infalliable,
it being impossible to pass a check through the machine without registration, and impossible to tamper
with or to stop registering by any dishonest person. The manipulation of the machine is by a simple
downward pressure of the handle and the speed is the fastest yet evolved, being only governed by
the speed with which the handle can be worked up and down. The Metal checks are placed on
rods which hold 250 each and are locked on to the machine, as are also the dies through which the
tickets pass, this method insures security from any unauthorised person loading the " Dayco" machine.
The dies are interchangeable and any of the standard patterns can be readily changed. The
whole mechanism is totally enclosed and cannot be tampered with and is thoroughly reliable in each
operation. Each machine when assembled has to pass a very severe workshop test. The checks are
stamped out of hard Alluminium alloy and can be supplied in nine distinct shapes.

The pay

window is of wire woven, plate glass i-inch in thickness, and is secured against any chance of fraud
as checks cannot be passed through the money taking openings. The units are supplied in one or two
ways, thus any multiple of ways can be supplied for the different prices of checks in use.

The " Dayco " Ticket Issuing Machine has more real advantages than any yet placed upon
the market. It is Reliable, Accurate and Heavy in Construction, being built specially to withstand the
severe strain to which a machine of this type is usually subjected. The price is certainly low and the
uses to which it can be put are numerous. Amongst users other than Picture Theatres, Variety
Theatres, and Legitimate Drama Houses, are Exhibitions, Concert Halls, Race Meetings, Football
Grounds, Bazaars, &c, but the business use to which it has lately been subjected has proved the
Commercial Value of the " Dayco " Ticket Machine against any system yet evolved.

It has

recently been installed at Covent Garden Market, and is being used in tallying off consignments of
fruit, etc., thus checking the packages and paying the porters at one operation, and incidentally
avoiding fraud and giving a perfect return of all goods handled. This can also be used for checking
any Dockside Consignments, such as Fish and General Merchandise and will undoubtedly meet a
great want.
Another successful field for the use of the Dayco Ticket Issuing Machine is in a large
Factory employing several Thousand Hands in their Canteen Department where a saving of between
£20 to £30 per week has been shown since the installation of these machines. We shall at all
times be pleased to advise you for any requirements, such as Travelling Tables for Dock side use,
Closed in Cash Desks, etc., etc.

Remember "The Dayco" Ticket Issuing Machine is British & Best.
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When ordering it is only necessary to quote
the letter Reference of the Pattern required.

